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Predicting the dynamics of an oligo-oscillatory reaction by an
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Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are model-free computationat tools dtat can "learn" dte linear or
nonlinear rules embedded in a dataset. We report dte results of an attempt to utilize ANNs in dte field of
reaction kinetics. A feedforward network is trained to predict dte main dynamical feamres of oligo-
asci/lations in dte acidic bromate-ascorbic acid-malonic acid reacting mixture, in which the concentration
of bromide ion (an intermediate) shows three extrema as a function of time. Inputs to die network are the
initial concentrations of reactants, while outputs are dte predicted values of bromide-ion co~ntration and
reaction time at dte extrema. The network is first tested on a numerically generated dataset uxI dten applied
to experiments. The results provide evidence dtat ANNs can be efficiently employed for the prediction of
the dynamics of complex chemical systems, especially, when the mechanism of a reaction is not fully
understood.

The classical method of reaction kinetics for the prediction of the course of a

simple re;l.ction at various conditions is based on first developing an as detailed model
for the system as possible. Once a plausible mechanism has been established, that is,
the component processes (or elementary steps) and the values of rate constants are

known, the numerical solution of the corresponding system of ordinary differential

equations (ODEs) generally gives a good estimate on the system's behavior. However,
it is extremely difficult to work out the right mechanism for complex chemical systems

showing highly nonlinear (exotic) phenomena such as explosion, periodic or aperiodic

oscillations, chaos, etc. A good example is the celebrated Belousov-Zhabotinsky
oscillating reaction [1], the mechanism of which is still searched for [2] after more

,than thirty years of investigations by a number of laboratories. In this paper, we
suggest an alternative method for the prediction of the dynamics of complex chemical
.reactions when there is only little or no hope at all to develop an adequate mechanism

for a given system. As the kinetic experiments always result in a large number of data
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(for example, concentrations as a function of time), the new skill is based on handling
of such data by artificial neural networks.

ANNs are model-free mapping devices that have provided solution to a broad
range of difficult problems in chemistry during the last few years [3-5]. The success of

neural computing is based on the following: presented with training data, a neural
netwoI'k can "learn" the linear or non-linear rules embedded in the data [6]. We
contemplated that, perhaps, this remarkable feature of neural networks can be utilized
in the field of reaction kinetics, too. To test the idea, we have chosen a simple
problem, and tried to train an ANN to predict only the main dynamical features of
oligo-oscillations in the acidic bromate-ascorbic acid-malonic acid (BAM) reacting

mixture.
The paper is structured as follows. Networking the flow of data is not a familiar

concept to chemists, therefore, an introduction to ANNs is given in the section entitled
Artifical neural networks. We will focus on the error-b~kpropaga1ion algorithm that
has been employed in this work. In the next section, the dynamics of oligo-oscillations
in the BAM-system is c~erized in order to construct an ANN with the right
architecture for our purpose. The network is first tested on a numerically generated
dataset and then applied to experiments in the section entitled An artifical neural
network for the BAM system. The results are summarized in the concluding section.
Also, the advantages and disadvantages of applying ANNs in the field of reaction

kinetics are briefly discussed.

Artificial neural networks

Artificial neural networks can be considered as computational tools that mimic

certain elements of the learning behavior of a living neural system. The adjective
"artificialR is to clarify that they are not biological systems. The neural network

domain of computer software is best identified by a "black box" thai. simply transforms
an m-variable input into an n-variable output. The variables can be binary numbers
(i.e., 0 and I), bipolar numbers (for example, -1 and + 1), or real numbers (generally
scaled to the range from 0 to + 1, or from -1 to + 1).

The artificial neuron itself (Fig. la) has been designed to model the activity of a
neural cell in the brain [6]. It collects inputs from neighboring units and transforms the
net input into an output. According to the theory of ANNs, the total input Ij to a
particular unit j is the weighted sum of the output of all neurons (i = 1, 2, ..., n)

connected to it:
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where OJ is the output of the ith unit, and Wjj is a weight characterizing the NstrengthN
of connection between units j and i. The weights may have positive or negative values
representing, respectively, activatory or inhibitory connections similar to those found

in real neural systems. The constant OJ is related to a threshold that has to be exceeded
by the net input; otherwise, no output is produced. To simplify the notation, the role
of OJ can be taken up by an additional weight that will represent the strength of
connection between the chosen unit and an imaginary neuron called bias. A bias unit

receives no input and has a constant output of unity .
The total input Ij is transformed into an output OJ by being passed through a

transfer (or activation) function. The Non-offN behavior of real neural activity could be
modeled simply by a step function, nevertheless, a widely used formula to evaluate the
output of an artificial neuron is the following sigmoid function:

OJ = {I + exp(-lj)}-1 . (2)

The motivation for choosing this formula comes from the smoothing the Non-off" step
function and, by the same token, forcing the output to be within the range from 0 to
+ 1 regardless of the magnitude and sign of the total input.

Anificial neurons can be connected to a network in an ample number of ways.

Here we give a brief introduction to the so called feedforward networks only, through
which the information flows in just one direction (no recurrent signals). For example,
Fig. 1 b shows a simple 3-4-2 feedforward network with three, four, and two units in
the input, hidden, and output layers, respectively. (In general, the number of hidden

layers is not limited.) Notice that a strip of bias units has been added to the network.
These units receive no input but send out constant (unit) signals to every neuron of the
next layer. The sym"Ol of input and bias units, in which the transfer function is not
activated, is a square. The hidden and output units are represented by a circle divided
into two parts. The net input is collected in the top half and then the sigmoid function
is applied in the bottom pan to generate the output.

An ANN with randomly set weights is "duliN but can be trained by successive
repetitions of the same problem. A network "learnsN by iteratively correcting the

weights (the only adjustable parameters) so as to produce the previously specified
output values (target sets) for as many input sets as possible. One of the most
successful of such supervised learning methods is the so called backpropagation
algorithm (6], in which the correction of weights always starts at the output layer, then
it continues backwards, layer by layer toward the input. After t&e weights have been

adjusted, the error is recalculated by doing a forward pass through the network. Then,
the backpropagation algorithm is applied again, and the weights are newly updated,
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etc. This procedure is repeated until the error of the network is less than an acceptable
value or the number of iterations exceeds a preset limit.

0 0 ... 0 ...f I I

Fig. 1. a) Graphical ~presenlation of d1e activity of an aniflCial ~uron:

A commonly used equation for calculating the error of a network is the

following:
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where Ojout and Ij are, respectively, the actual and desired (target) output values of unit
j in the output layer. The weights are corrected according to the so-called della-rule of

learning:

where 11 > 0 is the learning rate, 5j is a correction term, and OJ is the output of unit i in

the previous layer. The value of 5j should be proportional to the output-error. In the
back-propagation algorithm the correction-term is obtained by applying the so-called
gradient descent method, which leads to the following expression for the delta-term of
an output unit:

Since there exists no specified target set to calculate the error for a hidden layer, the

corresponding OJ values are figured out by backpropagating the error through the
network (hence, the name of the algorithm). The following recursive formula is
applied to calculate the correction term for a hidden unit:

0" = 0" (1 - 0-) Ekok wk " (6)J J J J'

where subscript k refers to units in the lower layer to which a hidden unit j connects,
and Wkj is the weight of those connections. Notice that by inserting Eq. (6) into

Eq. (4), there are three subsequent layers involved in the calculations for the weight-
corrections in case of hidden units.

It has been found that the performance and also the stability of a training process
is greatly enhanced if a so-called momentum term is added to the learning rule:

~w.. = 7J lj. o. + J.L~w..prev (7)JI ., J I JI' .

where 0 < J.L < I is a constant called momentum, and ~Wjiprev is the adjustment to the

same weight in the previous iteration cycle.
The great power of neural computing is that a trained network can be used to the

prediction of outputs at a new set of inputs by simply doing a forward pass through the

network with the fixed weights. An important limitation is, however, that the new
input values should fall into the ranges of those applied for training.

A computer program for a feedforward backpropagating artificial neural network
with one hidden layer was written in FORTRAN and ruil on a V AX-6000. The

program allows an arbitrary number of units in each layer to be defined and includes
both training and predictive faculties. This model-free "number-crunching-device" can
solve, in essence, almost any chemical (or nonchernical) problem, if the input and
output data characterizing the system are appropriately chosen.

by an ANNillatory reaction

~ Wjj = fJ OJ OJ ,

o. = - (iJE/iJo.) (iJo./iJl.) = (t- - o,out) o. (1 - 0.)
J J J J J J J J'
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Because of the detenninistic nature of chemical rea:tions, the future behavior of

a chemical system is set by the initial concentrations of its components. (We consider
only homogenous chemical reactions run in well-stin-ed batch reactors and kept at

constant temperature.) For this reason, one can always clKJose the initial concentrations
as the input data to an ANN. However, the choice for ootput data alwavs denend~ nn

I,;VI~LaJIL Lt;IIIJ,lClill.UIt;.} rul UII~ I~II, UII~ \;411 aJWi1J~ ~~ Wt; UIILlaJ I,;VII\';cULIi1!IU~

as the input data to an ANN. However, the choice for OOtput data always depends on
the investigated system itself, and is also limited by the analytical methods applied to
follow the course of a reaction. After characterizing the dynamics of oligo-oscillations
in the BAM-system, we shall make a decision on what type of output data should be

used for our purpose.

The bromate-ascorbic acid-malonic ~id-perchloric acid system [7, 8] was the
first example of at least two dozen other oligo-oscillatory reactions known today [9].
The adjective oligo has been introduced by Beck and Rabai [10] to indicate that in
these extended "clock-~tions" the concentrations of ~ intennediates may exhibit
only few extrema as a function of time. The oligo-oscilla1ory behavior of the BAM-
system has been calculated in good agreement with the experiments [8] by assuming
the following four component processes :

BrO3- + 3 H2A -. 3 A + Br + 3 H2O, (a)

and by applying the corresponding empirical rate laws (a'Hd'):

- d[BrO3-) I dI = ka [BrO3-] [H~] ,

- d[BrO3-) I dI = kb [BrO3-] [Br)[H+j2 .

- d[BrV I dI = kc [BrV [H2A] ,

- d[Br2]/dI = kekd[Br2] [H2M]/(k-e + ~[Br2]) . (d')

where ka=8.3xlo-3 M-ls-l, kb=3.6 M-3s-l. kc=1.7xIO3 M-ls-l.
kd = 1.7x1O7 M-ls-l. ke=3.3xIO-3s-l. and k-e= 1.7xlQ3 5-1 (M = moldm-3).

The last two constants appear in rate equation (dO) for the following reason: the rate-
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determining step in process (d) is the slow but reversible enolization (Kenol =kelk-e) of
the more stable keto-form of malonic acid initially added to the reacting mixture.

Based on EqS (a)-(d) and (a')-(d'), changes in the concentrations of bromate

ion, bromine, bromide ioo, malonic and ascorbic acids (the five dynamical variables of
the BAM -system) can be calculated by numerically integrating [11] the corresponding

system of ODEs. The concentration of hydrogen ion is assumed to be constant. The
solid curve in Fig. 2a shows the calculated change in the concentration of bromide ion

(an intennediate) as a function of time at the initial concentrations given in Table I,
No.1. The reaction is oligo-oscillatory: there are three extrema (two maxima and one
minimum) on the concemration (M) versus time (s) curve. Oligo-oscillatory curves
have been found in a well-defined range of initial concentrations, however, the shape

of these curves greatly depends on the initial concentrations of the reactants [7, 8].
Therefore, the following three pairs of data: (t, [Br-])max, 1 , (t, [Br])min' and
(t, [Br-])max.2 can be looked at as the "fingerprint" of the oligo-oscillatory dynamics,
and their values will be used as output data in our ANN algorithm.

A 4-4-6 feed forward neural network has been constructed for the prediction of

the dynamical fingerprint of the BAM -system. The four input data to the network are
the initial concentrations of BrO3-' H2A, H2M, and H+ (M), while the six output data
are those defined earlier. Since the range of the sigmoid function is between zero and
one, both the input and output data are normalized according to the following formula:

xi = {O.9(Xi - Xi,min)/(~.max - ~,min)} + 0.001 , (8)

where xi is the scaled (di~ionless) value of an original data Xi' The upper and lower
limits for scaling are set, respectively, by the values of Xi,max and Xi, min' (It is not
essential to scale the data or to use this particular formula, but it worked well in our
case. For other formulas see, for example, [12-14].)

Selecting the number of hidden units is always a crucial task that has great

impact on the effectiveness of the algorithm [15-18]. With too few hidden units the
network may not be capable of extracting all the rules embedded in the training data,

while with too many hi<klen units the network will simply "memorize" the data (over-
training). A good rule of thumb is that the ratio of the number of datapoints VS. the
number of bonds in the network must be> 1. Since there are 13x4=52 input
datapoints in both the numerical and experimental tests (see next section), the
maximum number of hidden units is limited to four (resulting in 50 bonds in the

network).

893
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The two parameters affecting the rate of convergence to a local minimum, the

learning rate and momentum in Eq. (7) were fixed during training the network
(11=0.25 and p,=0.9) [3]. (We did not investigate the dependence of model
performance by changing the values of these parameters.) In an attempt to optimize the
network, we changed the number of hidden units in a bottom-up approach starting with
two hidden units and then adding more during training. The cumulative error of the
network (the sum of output-errors evaluated by Eq. (3) for the whole training set) has
been calculated and found to be minimal by using four hidden units. Training of the
4-4-6 network was stopped at 200 thousand iterations after which the generalization
performance of the network began to degrade. (The value of cumulative errors for the
numerically generated and the experi~tally obtained training sets were 1.9 xl 0-3
and 4.7 x 10-2, respectively.)

Testing the ANN on numerically generated data

Results of testing the ANN on a numerically generated dataset are shown in
Table I. All values are given in their original dimensions. The applied scaling limits
are listed in the bottom rows. The bromide-ion concentrations at the extrema:
[Br-]max.l' [Br]min' and [Br]max.2 have been multiplied by 102, 103, and 103,
respectively. The first rows of output data were generated by solving the ODEs of the
BAM-system at the corresponding values of initial concentrations (input rows). The
second rows of outputs (in italics) were calculated by the trained network. The input

concentrations written in bold indicate the change in the initial conditions compared to
the reference system No.1.

The network has been trained by using input and output data (first rows)
No. 1-13. Notice that at every new run only one of the initial concentrations is
changed. The close matching between the first and second rows of output data

indicates that the network has "learned" to emulate the dynamioel fmgerprim of the
BAM-system at the given values of input concentrations. The errors of predictions vary
within a range from -2 to + 2 %. Fig. 2a shows, for example, that the network almost
accurately reprodllces the values of [Br] and reaction time corresponding to the
extrema (-) at the initial concentrations given in Table I. No.1.
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*- IBIO]-~ IH2A~ IH2M~ IH+~ _I "--'1 ,.. 1Ir~ '-.2 (Br_2
- -

I. 0.0200 0.040 0.040 1.00 19.14 1.1427 "'.13 2.~11 m.m 2.4627

e.. I./~ 1j4.15 2.~/9 2J2.JO 2.4~
2. ...m 0.040 0.040 1.00 93.U1 1.1441 L56.~ 2.4S4S 231.11 2.9SSS

92.95 1.1459 156.72 2.4554 ~.., 2.984
3. '.0Z85 0.040 0.040 1.00 86.86 1.1413 1S2.~ 1.7918 236.00 2.OS96

M52 1./426 152.(JJ. /.7757 213.74 2.~/1
4. G.0210 0.040 0.040 1.00 14.10 1.1399 1~.32 1.56S1 234.40 I.~

14.21 1./8 I." /~ ZN.- 1.77-19
S. 0.0200 0.038 0.040 1.00 88.51 1.11768 154.54 1.6433 225.42 1.7933

87.91 1.0757 153..14 1.6714 -~ 1.7812
6. 0.0200 '.042 0.040 1.00 91.31 I.m> 154.2S 2.1421 234.w, 3.4906

WJ.72 I.~I 151.99 2.~ m.~ J.4940
1. 0.0200 0.040 0.00 1.00 9O,S9 1.1- I~.I» 2.3979 _.71 2.7372

WJ.17 1.1312 1#J.97 2.J7S1 -.95 2.7/6/
8. 0.0200 0.040 0.050 1.00 91.34 1.1188 146.34 2.1136 191.18 2.99IS

WJ.99 1.1187 146.26 2.713& 18.72 2.~
9. 0.0200 0.040 0.055 1.00 92.10 I.I~ 143.43 3.02S9 176.99 3.2332

9/.e 1.1072 143.10 3.0451 J1SJ7 3.2513
10. 0.0200 0.040 0.060 1.00 92.87 1.0942 141.M 3.3328 16S.71 3.4679

92.91 1.t1J65 1«1.54 3.JJ96 166.41 3.4911
II. 0.0200 0.040 0.040 ... 1:».1S 1.14S6 213.S1 3.1~ 2SS.72 3.2691

129.-19 1.1449 211.74 J.1510 211.19 3.2446
12. 0.0200 0.040 0.040 o.~ IU1.32 1.1446 18).06 2.SSIS )44.08 2.*167

109.35 1.1461 112.66 2.5846 244.20 2.1477
13. 0.0200 0.040 0.040 1.28 65.93 1.1362 118.13 I.~ 223.44 1.'1147

66.66 1.1359 119.4 1.4«17 123.19 1.~74

14. ..8183 0.040 0.040 1.00 88.03 1.1419 moSl 1.1918 ns.92 2.2102

87.~ 1.1434 1S2.1J 1.8771 2JJJ2 2.2/17
IS. 0.0200 '.039 0.040 1.00 19.18 1.1W1 1S4.73 1.841» 231.39 2.~

88.~ 1.1~ 134.11 I.~ ~.M 2.0561
16. 0.0200 0.040 0.N3 1.00 90.21 1.1368 1S2.2I 2.239S 221.31 2.8131

89.78 1.1373 151.0/ 2.2/35 221.14 2.59/8
17. 0.0200 0.040 0.040 1.10 16.44 I.Ig 134.93 1.7202 221.37 2.1930

7S./3 1.1.e- 112.e 1.68/5 114.. 2./WJJ
18. 0.0207 0.040 0.047 1.15 M.M 1.1047 111.82 1.4140 119.11 1.7318

~.15 1.1OJB 122.31 /.B» 194.73 1.6994
19. '.01J7 0.041 0.052 0.15 124.33 1.1446 114.91 4.6244 _.M 4.~

124.51 1.14«) 189.19 3.9267 a/5 4.(JJ.79

20. ...1. 0.040 0.040 1.00 104.'m 1.1478 1~.11 4.3236 21O.~ S.OOII

107.. 1.1J77 /68.88 3.6679 227.62 4.Ql:14
21. 0.0200 0.836 0.040 1.00 87.46 1.0111 "'.72 1.3462 ~.IS 1.3ISO

..27 1.0«8 150.24 1.5104 2/5JI 1.519f
22. 0.0200 0.040 0.125 1.00 17.67 1.lm 186.81 1.1487 4:J6.12 1.3S14

87.77 1.1&16 168.77 1.4436 a7.74 I.~
23. 0.0200 0.040 0.040 G.73 1S2.2I 1.I45S 141.21 3.707S Xl..42 3.113S

1«1.14 1.1420 22I.QI: 3.#J12 _.65 J.-61S

~.mIa 0.01.5 o.m o.~ o.~ ~.oo 1.1mI ".00 I.<m ISO.OO 1.1mI
Xi.- o.cus o.ms 0.-' 1.40 ~.OO 1.2100 250.00 4.1m1 _.00 4.0000
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Fig. la. Testing dte ANN on numerically generated data: dte trained network accurately reproduces dte
values of [Br] and ~tion ti~ corresponding to the extrema (8). Initial concentrations are given in

Table I, No.1
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Fig. 2b. Prediction for me dynamical fingerprint of me DAM-system at initial concenmtions not included
in the training (Table I, No. 18). The percent values (error of prediction) shown in the figures have been
calculated by the following fonnula: lOOx([Br-JANN-[Br-JNUM)/[BrJNuM, where [Br-JANN is the predicted
bromide ion concemation at a given extremum, aIMI [BrJNuM is the numerically calculated value (by
solving the ODEs of the DAM-system). The venical lines in me figures are to better read the predicted

locations of the extrema on me time axes
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The predictive power of the trained network has been tested first by using input

data No. 14-17. These input values fall into the ranges of initial concentrations applied
for training but were not included in the learning algorithm. Notice that only one of
the initial concentrations has been changed in these runs, too. The predicted output
values are in good agreement with those calculated by integrating the ODEs. On the
average, the accuracy of predictions is within the same range that has been ~hieved
during training, which is a clear indication that no over-training of the network took

place. In other words, the network did not "memorize" but, instead, properly
generalized the nonlinear rules embedded in the training data.

To further test the network, in run No. 18-19 none of the initial concentrations
were chosen from those applied earlier. The prediction for the dynamical fingerprint of
the system is still quite good for run No. 18 (Fig. 2b) but is rather poor for run

No. 19. Note that in the latter case the numerically calculated bromide concentrations
are very close to or above the upper limits applied for scaling. Since the algorithm
optimized the weights so as to produce (scaled) output values within the range of

training, it is not surprising that the trained network is unable to accurately predict the
values outside this range. This fmding indicates that the prediction of dynamical
behavior might easily fail in case of highly nonlinear chemical systeIDS, even if the
new input values were within the range of training. A quick solution to this problem is
the rescaling of data followed by a new training session. However, the only chance to
avoid such a failure at first is to apply as many training datasets as possible.

Another important limitation of ANN calculations mentioned earlier is that,
generally, a trained network does not work well with input values outside the range of
training. It is also illustrated by the results listed in Table I, No. 20-23, where one of
the input values is always outside this range. After all, the results shown above
justified that a feedforward artificial network can be trained to predict the dynamical
fingerprint of the BAM-system.

Testing the netWOrk on experimental data

Experiments were carried out as described earlier by Rabai et aI. [7, 8]. The
change in bromide-ion concentration was followed by measuring the potential of a

bromide-ion selective electrode. The output data for training were taken at the extrema
of the measured bromide-ion concentration versus time curves.

The network has been trained by using input and output data (after scaling) listed
in Table II, No. 1-13. The accuracy of predictions is much less than that has been
found by using numerically generated data. Nevertheless, on the average, it matches

the range of the experimental error (approx. :t:5%). Fig. 3a shows, for example, that
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the trained network is capable of predicting the dynamical fingerprint of the BAM-
system within the accuracy of the experiments (except for the value of lmax.l)'

No. Il1O, -~ IH1;A~ IH1;M1I [H+~ '-.1 IBI-I..,I ". IBr1.I. ""',2 1Brl..u.2

I. O.CDXI 0.040 0.040 1.00 17.00 I.Ot37 121..SG 1.11. 19l.2S 2.16W
77.47 l.om llS.43 1.lm 1-.57 22SJJ

2. UI75 0.040 0.040 1.00 14.00 o.~ 119.00 21m 112.~ 3.72m
37.16 0."4 IUJ9 2.0~7 1~.60 3.1877

3. 8.ms 0.040 0.040 1.00 65.00 0.1910 99.00 0.6481 179..SG I.~
61.10 0.84 .,., 0.5957 173.67 1.0511

4. O.CDXI 8.835 0.040 1.00 12..SG 0.1572 112.~ 0.6110 1~.00 I.IMXI
i9.~ O.MS 1l1.74 0.6&J2 1~.13 1./J04

5. O.CDXI 0.845 0.040 1.00 8>.75 1.0940 110.75 1.54«) 183.50 3.46MI
U.«1 1.tB11 IIO..SG I.~ IMI1 3.J«JJ

6. O.CDXI 0.040 8.as 1.00 ~ 1.0)39 lC3.~ 1.11«1 ~.~ 2~
9/.0# 1.0119 1«1.91 1./(8) 24.15 22715

7. O.CDXI 0.0.0 ... 1.00 n~ 0._1 131.00 1.15» 229.00 2.1650
an 1.m29 1.12.41 1./., 233.» 2~

I. O.CDXI 0.040 ... 1.00 e~ 1.22AC 113.~ 1.~ 161.~ ~
7J.U 1./212 _59 1.4564 159.22 26m

9. O.CDXI 0.040 8.0!5 1.00 ~.OO 1.1234 1~.50 1.'1710 1C6.00 3.~
~. 1.D4 1..67 1.4I~ 144.62 J.m.

10. O.CDXI 0.040 0.040 ... ~ 0.91m 118.00 1.~ 229..SG 2.S400
1J2.~ 0.1715 113.1/ 1.1281. 224.51 25263

II. O.CDXI 0.0.0 0.0.0 8.M 95.00 0.1500 139.50 1.5340 191.50 2.3350
100.71 0.92$6 145.4 1.35M 213.29 22«11

12. O.~ 0.040 0.040 1.18 51.15 1.2411 M.OO 1.lm 165..SG 2.301
6/.35 1.»13 H.15 1.0"19 173.~ 2,.,14

13. O.CDXI 0.0.0 0.040 1.20 47.00 I.DI 8>.25 0.9540 156.50 2.2350
51.. 1..HU 11.10 0.95.10 1~.4I 22m

...

14.

15.

16.

x..-
x..-

In run No. 14-15, the initial concentrations of malonic acid have been changed
to such values that were not included in the learning algorithm. The results of
prediction for set No. 14 are shown in Fig. 3b. Again, the accuracy of predictions for
the dynamical fingerprint of the BAM -system is comparable to the error of the
experiments. In run No. 16, the input concentration of malonic acid is outside the
range applied for training, therefore, the prediction is quite poor.
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Table II

Testing the ANN for the BAAl-system on experilMntal dala

~..

0.0200 0.0.0

0.0200 0.040

0.035

0.045

79.00

II..

77.~

H.'-

8.00

l/S..

168..50
/17.(12

2.33::1)

2.~
2.40>
2.n92

1.14m
J.JJ~
1.43m
J .1;SXJ

I.IMC
1.00/J
O.~
I.~

1.00

1.00

lLS.~
12.1. 77

lll~
18.14

O.CmXI 0.0.0 156.SO
ICOJ

~.OO
".M

31..00

~14

1.3m
2.J111

... 0.*1
1.'-74

O.71m
1.1161

1.00

O.OIS

O.02S

0.020
o.~

~.oo
8.00

40.00

IMI.OO
100.00 (,(XXX)

350.00 4.(XXX)

0.030

O.QS$

0.500)
2.500)

O..5CXXI

1..5CXXI

0.60
1.«1
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The predictive power of the network could surely be improved by using a much
larger d3ta set. Since such an effort would have no practical value in this case (the
mechanism of the reaction is known), no further experiments were performed to
achieve a better agreement between predictions and experiments.

Fig. 3a. Testing the ANN on experimental data: dte trained network reproduces die experimental values of
reaction time and (Br-J correspoOOing to dte extrema (8). Initial concentrations are given in Table II. No.1

0.012

-3.5%

0.01

0.008

~
'";"'o.~

~
0.004

o.~

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 460 500
tlme!s

Fig. 3b. The network predicts the dynamics of dte DAM-system widtin die accuracy of the experiments.
For initial concentrations (not included in die training set) see Table II: No. 14
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It has been shown by using numerically generated and experimentally obtained
data that a feedforward neural network can be trained to predict the main dynamical

features of oligo-oscillations in the BAM-system. An advantage of the neural network

approach over the classical method of ~ion kinetics is that it does not require the
prior knowledge of the underlying chemical mechanism. Another advantage of ANNs

shown by the results is that the handling of nonlinear data is easy for neural networks
because of their inherently nonlinear response. The presented results indicate th!\t
ANNs can be efficiently employed for the prediction of the dynamics of complex
chemical systems, especially, when there is only little hope to fully establish a

detenninistic ~el. However, as shown also by the results, the algorithm should be
used with great care when predictions are m2.de close to the limits of or outside the
range of training.

A serious disadvantage of neural computations is that they lack the potential for
physical interpretation of the adjustable parameters of an ANN model (weights) as well
as of the investigated system itself. Therefore, by boosting the ANN approach for
solving problems in reaction kinetics, we do not want to trigger a tendency in research
that neglects or demotes studies on the mechanistic details of complex chemical
systems. Such an aberration would surely initiate a rapid degeneration of our field. At
the same time, one can find practical problems to which neural co~utations seem to

be the perfect solution. For instance, predicting time series data of highly nonlinear
chemical systems in laboratory experiments [19-20], controlling industrial processes
(Chapter 16. in ref. [4]), controlling chaos [21], or estimating the decay of drugs or
other substances in metabolic processes, etc. Investigations into using different neural

networks for such tasks are currently being carried out in our group, and the results
will be reported elsewhere.

This work has been partially supported by d1e Hungarian ScientifIC Re~ Fwxl (OTKA), grant
No. T 014243. V.G. is BJateful to Prof. K. Showalter aIx1 Dr. D. Horvadl, Dept. of Chemistry, West
Virginia University. Morpntown, WV. USA for introducing him to the field of artificial neural netWorks.
The authors d1ank Dr. I. KoOs. Dept. of Theoretical Physics, Kossudl L. University, Debrecen. Hungary
and Dr. P. Erdi. Res. Inst. for Particle and Nuclear Physics, Budapest. Hungary for enlightening
d:scussions on die subject.
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